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Relocate and Reuse: The number 
one reason for buying National 
Partitions’ products is the ability 
to take down the modular 
building system and relocate it. 

Redesign and Adapt: Whether 
you need more space or need to 
change your current configuration 
you are not locked into your 
original design. All panels are 
interchangeable and can be 
reconfigured to fit any current need. 

Panel Replacement: The non progressive post design provides the 
ability to swap or replace individual panels without disturbing the 
adjacent panels.

Faster Occupancy: Installs up to 75% faster than stick-built so  
you can get back to business quicker. 

Fewer Plant Disruptions: All 
construction causes plant 
disruption, but by being 
faster, our building system 
is less disruptive and will 
minimize productivity loss.

Less Mess: Our building 
system is much cleaner 
since components are 

pre-sized and require only site assembly. Less mess means lower 
clean-up costs.

Reduces Labor: It takes only one crew to assemble our modular 
office, but several trades like drywall crews, glazers, carpenters, 
painters, and electricians etc. to build conventionally. The larger the 
project, the larger the labor savings.

No Engineering or Architectural Fees: Our design service is included 
with our package. Each job uses pre-engineered components, gets 
detailed drawings, and a complete bill of materials. Some building 
departments may require an engineer to review and stamp our 
drawings this can be added as required.

Permits Are Not Always Needed: Small prefab offices within a plant 
can usually be assembled without permit. Consult your local 
building department for verification.

Trusted Quality: Our products are quality inspected, manufactured 
to exact standards, and guaranteed for workmanship for 10 years. 
How good is drywall construction? It depends on the work crew.
 
Stronger Construction: Offices built using drywall and studs, have 
unsupported cavities that can be punctured easily. Our modular 
offices have fully supported wall substrates using a structural 
insulated core that provides true impact resistance.

Better Sound Deadening: Our wall systems can be acoustically 
designed to outperform stick-built construction, creating a 
comfortable work area even in the noisiest manufacturing plants.

National Partitions Always Cost Less: Compare any project fairly, 
each is to have identical specifications, you will find that National 
Partitions always cost less. Add to this the tax benefits of 
accelerated depreciation, and you will easily see why National 
Partitions products have become so popular. 
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